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Objective
My music project is the writing, 

recording and production of an original 

EP that will lead up to a visual 

album. The music has been written and 

recorded by HyeHi: An alternative, 

experimental catalogue inspired by the 

city of New York

Project Plan

The Album is Called “Salute! 

salute.” and will be solely 

written, recorded, mixed/mastered by HyeHi. 

This is a Visual Album that will be Produced 

by Cliff Brathwaite. He will also be the Post-

Production Director; overseeing aspects in 

post.

The Project Timeline from October 11, 2019 -

May 2,2020

This project will need a Creative Director, 

Screen-Writer, and Film Director,

This short film will be 27mins long

My budget is $5k (this is contingent)

I have lessened the huge workload 

or recording and producing by creating demos 

of the tracks beforehand. The final step of the 

process will be recording vocals and the 

mixing/mastering.

Upon finishing the EP I will 

begin preparing the songs for the official 

launch. The EP will be uploaded to iTunes, 

Google Play, and Amazon Music.

Equipment

• Canon DSLR 60D

• Gimbel

• Direct Cinema for Lighting

Software

• Adobe Premiere Pro

• Logic Pro X

• Protools

Strategies:

I want to create and maintain a

reputation of integrity in the production

and execution of this project on both an

audio and visual level. The target

audience for our music ranges from late

teens and up. The music is quite dense

and full of harmonic and meter changes,

which would cater toward the listening

musician and progressive music fan.

Upon the lead up to the EP launch I will

post updates on social media sites such

as Instagram and Facebook to generate

some awareness and hype for the event.

I am also putting up weekly updates and

videos on the recording and writing

process to get our audience involved

and to attract potential fans.

Work Break Down Structure

Chart

Film Score Produced

Mixed/Master

Pre-Production

Script/ 
StoryBoard/ Shotlist/

Production

Record audio

Post

Edit to score to film

Rough cut/ 2nd 
revisitation/ Final 

Cut

Distribution

Conclusion
If Art is life, and the most valuable life skill is 

the ability to be resilient. Technical expertise 

can be practiced and developed, but a positive 

and creative spirit must be cultivated from 

within. It might not be measured in grade 

points, but the evidence is undeniable. I 

learned a lot about the creative process, and I 

learned a lot about myself and what I am

Capable of doing.

Results

The results of my plans: a 

visual album in the form of a 

multi-part short film with 

individual themes that form a 

cohesive experience, were not 

exactly as I envisioned. 

However, “the best laid plans 

of mice and men often go 

awry,” but rather than hang my 

head in defeat, I reexamined 

the possibilities and produced 

a very personal project that I 

am very proud of, within 

the limitations of social 

distancing.
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